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Girls keep callin' me, can't explain what I make do the
same, 
Up and down, back and fall, ..what I do, think you fall, 
You just take, take me back, I was .. be a rap, 
That no mean that I want you to live, 
I'm just trying to be what you want me to be, 
give me a chance, got to prove to you 
The things I've done in the past makes it hard to
believe, 
I could be the man to provide what you need. 

I know I've said that once before but now I mean, 
I change for the better, made you cry but not no more, 
Baby, dry your eyes, I've changed for the better, 
'cause I came, I've told them gone forever, 
Change for the better, 'cause I was wrong but now I
know you ... 
I've changed for the better. 

..at home and I'll be gone and get so hard to be alone, 
Miss temptations follow me wherever I go, 
I think of you, I swear I do, you work too much ..lose, 
Is hard for you but it's harder for me 

I'm just trying to be what you're wanting to be, 
I want you to be, give me a chance I got to prove you .. 
The things I've done in the past it makes it hard to
believe, 
I could be the man to provide what you need. 

I know I've said that once before but now I mean, 
I change for the better, made you cry but not no more, 
Baby, dry your eyes, I've changed for the better, 
'cause I came, I've told them gone forever, 
Change for the better, 'cause I was wrong but now I
know you ... 
I've changed for the better. 

I've got .. kiss for what I do, 
Only me, should be sorry for what I put you through, 
Change myself, 'cause if I don't I lose, 
So I'm gonna start up with the truth, I gotta do this for
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